
Learning objectives

• Provide a brief overview of Early Intensive Developmental and Behavioral 
Intervention (EIDBI) services and supports in Minnesota

• Describe Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA)

• Describe a typical day in home and center-based ABA therapy

• Learn to apply practical behavioral strategies into your daily life

• Demonstrate how ABA services coordinate with other essential services & supports
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Early Intensive 
Developmental and 

Behavioral Intervention 
(EIDBI)



What is EIDBI?

EIDBI

Early

Intensive

Developmental 
& 

Behavioral 
Intervention
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Early screening, diagnosis & access to 
intervention services

One on one or small group support

Build independence & teache
meaningful communication, 
social interaction and self-
regulation skills
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Comprehensive 
evaluation

Treatment Planning

Intervention Developmental or 
Behavioral Approach

Family/ Caregiver 
Training and Counseling

Coordinated Care 
Conference

Observation and 
Direction
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https://familyvoicesofminnesota.org/archived-webinars/


EIDBI 101
• For families, lead agencies, 

educators and others interested in 
learning more about the Early 
Intensive Developmental and 
Behavioral Intervention (EIDBI) 
benefit, as well as other resources 
for people with autism spectrum 
disorder (ASD) and related 
conditions. 

• bit.ly/EIDBI-Providers

• bit.ly/EIDBI-Families

• Directions to access on Trainlink
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http://pathlore.dhs.mn.gov/Courseware/DisabilityServices/EIDBI/EIDBI101_P/index.html
http://pathlore.dhs.mn.gov/Courseware/DisabilityServices/EIDBI/EIDBI101_F/index.html
https://www.dhs.state.mn.us/main/idcplg?IdcService=GET_DYNAMIC_CONVERSION&RevisionSelectionMethod=LatestReleased&dDocName=DHS-292819


EIDBI 
Referral tool

• Step-by-step guide to access 
EIDBI services

• Find a provider
• Connect to case management 

services, advocates & other 
resources

• Troubleshoot common 
barriers

• Click on online referral tool 
link

http://pathlore.dhs.mn.gov/Courseware/DisabilityServices/EIDBI/Pathway_EIDBI_Services_Families/index.html
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Research to 
support?

Home or 
center-
based?

What 
insurance 
do they 
accept?

Do they listen 
to you?

Talk with other families

https://edocs.dhs.state.mn.us/lfserver/Public/DHS-8129-ENG


• Contact us
• Like us on Facebook 
• Event request form
• Event calendar
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The MN Autism Resource 
Portal is your complete 
resource guide!
MN.GOV/Autism

https://mn.gov/autism/contact-us.jsp
https://www.facebook.com/mnautismportal
https://mn.gov/autism/event-request.jsp
https://mn.gov/autism/calendar/
https://mn.gov/autism/


Meet the presenters

Ashley Johnson

Northway Academy

Jessica Sauter

Northway Academy

Claire Anderson

Behavioral Dimension 
Inc.

Jolene Germain

Solutions Behavioral 
Healthcare Professionals
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https://www.remminnesota.com/who-we-serve/autism-spectrum-disorders-services/northway-academy/
https://www.remminnesota.com/who-we-serve/autism-spectrum-disorders-services/northway-academy/
https://www.behavioraldimensions.com/
http://www.solutionsinpractice.org/


Applied Behavior 
Analysis (ABA)



What is Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA)? 

• Applied behavior analysis (ABA) is an applied science that focuses on 
understanding why people do what they do and help them learn skills 
and meaningfully improve their quality of life.

• Applied: strategies applied to real-life situations 

• Behavior: focus observable behaviors

• Analysis: Look at what events occurred before and after the behavior to 
help us understand why a behavior is happening and know what 
strategy will increase learning
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Who benefits from Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA)? 

• Children

• Teenagers

• Adults 

• Families & 
caregivers

• Employers

• Teachers

• Anyone!
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Main Concepts in Applied Behavior Analysis

• Increase behaviors that are helpful or meaningful to the person

• Reinforcement is something that increases the likelihood a behavior will occur in the 
future.

• Common types of reinforcement:

• Giving praise or compliments

• Giving high-fives, fist-bumps, tickles or smiling

• Giving access to preferred toys/ electronics

• Decrease behaviors that are harmful or impact learning

• Data driven: collect data and assess results
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Who provides ABA therapy?
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Provides direct 1:1 
services under the 

supervision of a BCaBA 
or BCBA.

Provides oversight of 
RBT and develops 

goals/programming 
under supervision of 

BCBA.

Provides oversight of 
RBT/BCaBA and 

develops 
goals/programming.

Provides oversight of 
RBT/BCaBA and 

develops 
goals/programming.

Behavior Analyst Certification Board (BACB) provides training, education and oversight

https://www.bacb.com/


The Team

• Treatment and services are delivered by a team of mental health professionals, 
board certified behavior analysts, and highly-trained staff.

• Supervisors come to the family’s home to observe the staff 

• Supervision can also be done remotely when appropriate. 

• Supervisors will analyze the data, make changes to treatment goals or 
procedures when needed, provide direction to staff on implementation of 
program procedures, etc.

• All staff receive on-going and regular supervision and training to ensure that 
the child consistently receives a quality program 
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Who can use ABA strategies?

• ABA Strategies can be successfully implemented by providers, parents, 
caregivers, teachers, employers or anyone in the person’s life

• Strategies can be individualized to the person based on their strengths, 
needs and special interests
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Where can ABA be used?

• Home

• Schools

• Employment settings

• Community

• Anywhere!

• Strategies are often most effective when applied consistently across 
people and places
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Assessment, Treatment Planning & Progress Monitoring
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Assessments
Goals 

Developed 
with family 

Goals 
Implemented

Progress 
Monitored 
Using Data

Goals 
Mastered

Maintenance 
& 

Generalization

Adjustments 
made as 
needed



Assessments in Applied Behavior Analysis 

• Assessments are designed to review the current skills and abilities of each child. 

• Applied Behavior Analysis is individualized and driven by data. 

• Some of the assessments may look at:

• Language and communication skills 

• Social behavior and interactions 

• Self-help, daily living and vocational skills 

• Play and leisure skills 
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Assessments
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• Assessments

• Identify why behavior occurs

• Identify what skills and strengths 
the child has and what supports 
they may need

• Data gathered from interviews, 
formal and informal evaluations & 
observations

Is there a skill 
they need to 

learn?

Can they 
communicate 

their wants and 
needs?

Do they have 
any medical 
conditions 

that impact 
behavior?

Do they have 
a hard time 
with change 

or 
transitions?



Treatment Plans
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• Treatment Plans

• Summarize specific goals that a 
child is going to work on 

• Includes behaviors to increase and 
behaviors to decrease

• Highlights priorities and preferences 
of person and family



Monitoring progress
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• Monitoring progress

• Ongoing assessment of skills

• Make changes based on data

• Ensure skills maintain over time and 
generalize to new people, places 
and different situations 



Why is ABA effective?

• Utilizes strategies that are useful, high-quality and proven effective

• Strategies can be effective across the lifespan

• Teach a variety of skills
• Communication and social skills

• Play and leisure skills

• Self-regulation and expressing emotions effectively

• If data shows we are not making progress, we can change the 
approach
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Examples of ABA strategies

• Reinforcement

• Presenting choices

• Breaking down skills

• Modeling

• Visual supports

• Many more!
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Home-Based 
Services



Overview of Home-based ABA Services

• What are Home-Based Services?

• Benefits of Home-based services

• What does a typical day look like?

• Family participation

• Examples and how to apply ABA strategies in your home
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Home-Based ABA Services

• Services take place entirely in the family’s home

• Designated therapy space/room

• Program materials brought to family’s home

• Incorporate family’s toys and items when necessary

• Caregiver participation and availablity may vary

• Caregiver can watch/listen to all sessions or take that time to do other 
tasks in the house

• Very conscious of cultural considerations and family preferences (e.g., house 
rules)
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Home-Based ABA Services

• Intensity of services (number of hours) may vary 

• Based on needs and recommendations from evaluation

• Treatment strategies may vary 

• Discrete Trial Training, Naturalistic Teaching, Functional 
Communication Training, etc.

• Regardless of treatment strategy used, maintenance and 
generalization always monitored and, if needed, taught

• Schedule agreed upon before services begin

• Therapists work in family’s home during scheduled times 
(e.g., Monday – Friday, 8:30-12pm)
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Benefits of Home-Based Services

1. Convenience

2. Building skills and addressing specific concerns  that occur in the home

• Can also help support child and family in community settings

3. Familiar environment

4. Natural reinforcers

5. Family involvement 

6. Generalization
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Example of In-Home Team
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Qualified 
Supervising 
Professional

Behavior 
Therapist

Behavior 
Therapist

Behavior 
Therapist

Board Certified 
Behavior Analyst 

(BCBA)



Home-based services: A typical day

• Therapist arrives in the morning 

• For the next few hours, the therapist works with child to build skills outlined in their treatment plan

• Balance of skill building and play, with breaks as needed

• Work throughout the home depending on skills

• Child engaged the entire time

• Data collected throughout session

• Reinforcement used throughout session to keep child motivated and engaged. 

• Various visual supports may be used during sessions (visual schedules, first-then board, etc.)

• End of session, therapist cleans up and brings child back to parent or caregiver

• Therapist gives parent or caregiver a brief update on the session
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Family Participation

• Frequent meetings with parents or caregivers (e.g., weekly)

• Family updated on progress, discuss any concerns, discuss new goals family 
want added to treatment plan, etc.

• Family/caregiver training

• Build partnership with the family and caregivers, including siblings, 
grandparents or anyone who supports the child

• Develop resources and strategies to support family

• Train, coach and mentor family to help their child reach their full potential 
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Examples of different visual supports

• Pictures/ Written

• Visual boundaries

• Schedules or routines

• Scripts/ social stories

• Labels or cues

• First/ then statements or picture cards, 
• For example “First let’s write your name and 

then we will get more iPad,” “First we are 
going to get groceries and then we will look at 
toys.”
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Example: First/ Then Strategy

• Example: First/ Then Strategy to increase following instructions

• Establish a reinforcer → Give instruction → Give reinforcer after child follows 
instruction

• Child wants to go outside and play→ “First throw away napkin, then we can go 
outside” → Child throws away napkin, parent goes outside with child
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Example: Breaking down a skill 

• Identify a skill to teach, such as hand washing, tooth brushing or dressing

• Break down the skill into smaller steps

• Teach each step one at a time using modeling or other supports

• Add a visual to increase independence—don’t forget reinforcement! 
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Turn on sink Pump soap Soap up hands Rinse Turn off sink Dry hands



Center-
based 

services



Overview of Center Based ABA Services

• What are Center Based Services?

• Similarities and Differences to other settings

• What does a typical day look like?

• Structure, programming, data collection

• Examples and how to apply those strategies at home

• How to transfer skills to other environments
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Center Based ABA Services

Center based ABA services 
provide a child with a 

structured environment to 
learn a variety of important 
skills that can be transferred 
to the natural environment. 
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Similarities

• One-to-one support with 
highly trained staff

• Observation and oversight 

• Assessments, treatment 
plans, and progress 
monitoring 

• Teach individual skills 
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Differences

• Session durations can look different

• Minimize distractions to provide an 
environment that is highly conducive to 
learning

• Teach individual and group skills

• Social Interactions

• School readiness skills

• Structured work times to help promote 
those transitions to other environments, 
such as school. 
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Center Based Services: A typical day
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What does a typical day look like?

• Programming is ran throughout the day. 

• Structured activities completed to 
promote skills in other environments.

• Peer interactions

• Data collection by staff to help Board 
Certified Behavior Analyst to make 
decisions about programming. 



Center Based Services
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What does programming look like?

• Seat work (Discrete Trial Teaching (DTT))

• More structured

• Increased opportunities to practice skills

• Systematic

• Play (Naturalistic Teaching)

• Occurs as a situation arises

• Examples throughout the day

• Systematic



Example: Modeling 
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Example:

• Show them the skill to help them learn

• Teaching conversation skills with peers

• Model asking peer about their new 
backpack

• Have the child imitate your actions

• Try using video-modeling



Take-away points
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Take away points:

• Consistency

• Practice a lot

• Pile on Reinforcement

• Use ‘do’ statements



Coordinating ABA 
services with other 
essential services



Generalization

• What is generalization?

• The ability to perform a skill in different settings, with different people and to continue to be 
successful over time. 

• Why is this important?

• It increases independence and participation with family and peers 

• Transfers skills they have learned to new situations

• How do my providers help in generalizing skills?

• Providers can help families teach skills in multiple settings including; home, community, school, 
etc. 

• ABA is used to practice these skills in different settings until mastery and independence is 
gained. 
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Example: Generalizing transition skills

• Once the child is successful transitioning between preferred toys or activities, 
practice transitioning to less preferred activities

• Or once child is successful with transitions at the center with provider, practice at 
home with the parent and at school with the teacher

• Use various techniques to help with the transition

• Prepare them for what is next—verbal reminder (“Five more minutes”) or with a 
visual schedule or timer

• Start with easier tasks before giving the instruction to transition

• Give reinforcement for making the transition! 
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Coordinating Services

• Coordinated Care Conference

• A meeting between the person, their family, EIDBI providers, and other service 
professionals to coordinate services across providers and settings. 

• How does coordination work?

• The treatment team will identify a minimum frequency of meetings.

• The Qualified Supervising Professional will coordinate the meeting and notify 
service professionals or others who need to attend. 

• The family can request a coordinated care conference at any time. 
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Best practice for coordinating services

• Who should be involved?

• Parent/Guardian and anyone requested by the parent/guardian.

• All members of the child’s treatment team i.e. medical, educational, 
psychological, mental health providers, speech, OT, case managers, PCA, and 
any other therapists

• Frequency of coordination?

• Coordination should happen on going. But the frequency of meetings is based 
on the individual need of the child, child’s family, and the treatment team. 

• If significant changes to treatment occur, this should be reviewed with the 
treatment team. 
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Coordinating With Schools

• Can EIDBI services be provided in a school setting?

• Generalization is a goal of providing services to your child! 

• Collaboration with the schools is a key component to services

• How do EIDBI services complement school interventions?

• EIDBI services are not intended to replace educational services

• Services can support a child in developing skills in the classroom 

• How can EIDBI services coordinate with school interventions? 

• Depending on medical necessity for each individual child, services may be 
recommended to occur at a high rate. 

• Time may be able to be split between the provider and school services with the 
intent to transition the child into the school setting as quickly as possible. 
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How do I get services for my child or make a referral?

• Provider look up tool online referral tool link
• Search - MHCP (state.mn.us) Search Early Intensive Developmental Behavioral 

Intervention

• Contact a local EIDBI agency to determine if they are a good fit for your child and 
family

• Common questions

• What type of intervention do you provide?

• In clinic, in home, or community based services

• How long would it take for my child to be enrolled or do you have a current 
waitlist?

• Can I be involved in services and observe services?-YES!
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http://pathlore.dhs.mn.gov/Courseware/DisabilityServices/EIDBI/Pathway_EIDBI_Services_Families/index.html
https://mhcpproviderdirectory.dhs.state.mn.us/search?cat=105


• ASD Strategies in Action

• Contact ASD.DHS@state.mn.us
for a FREE subscription

• For families and service 
providers to ensure they are 
equipped to effectively care 
for, support, educate, employ, 
or work with individuals on the 
autism spectrum from early 
childhood to young adulthood. 

mailto:ASD.DHS@state.mn.us


Thank you!

Contact ASD.DHS@state.mn.us for questions

MN.Gov/Autism
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mailto:ASD.DHS@state.mn.us
https://mn.gov/autism/
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